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FULLBACK 	 NICK ABENDANON 

WING 
	

JOE MADDOCK 

CENTRE 
	

SHONTAYNE HAPE 

CENTRE 
	

RYAN DAVIS 

WING 
	

MATT BANAHAN 

FLY-HALF 	 BUTCH JAMES 

L 

CHRIS LATHAM 	 FULLBACK 

CHRIS PENNELL 	 WING 

DALE RASMUSSEN 	 CENTRE 

SAM TUITUPOU 
	

CENTRE 

MILES BENJAMIN 	 WING 

WILLIE WALKER 	 FLY-HALF 

9 SCRUM-HALF 	 MICHAEL CLAASSENS (C) JONNY ARR 	 SCRUM-HALF 

PROP 	 DAVID FLATMAN ADAM BLACK 
	

PROP 

HOOKER 
	

LEE MEARS ALEKI LUTUI 
	

HOOKER 

PROP 	 DUNCAN BELL TEVITA TAUMOEPEAU 	 PROP 

LOCK 	 STUART HOOPER GREG RAWLINSON 	 LOCK 

LOCK 	 PETER SHORT CRAIG GILLIES 	 LOCK 

6 FLANKER 	 BEN SKIRVING TOM WOOD 
	

FLANKER 

U FLANKER 	 JULIAN SALVI PAT SANDERSON (C) 	 FLANKER 

0 NO.8 
	

LUKE WATSON KAI HORSTMANN 	 NO.8 
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REPLACEMENT 	 PIETER DIXON 

REPLACEMENT 	 DAVID BARNES 

REPLACEMENT 	 DAVID WILSON 

REPLACEMENT 	 SCOTT HOBSON 

REPLACEMENT 	 JONNY FAAMATUAINU 

MATT M U LLAN 	 REPLACEMENT 

CHRIS FORTEY 	 REPLACEMENT 

OLIVIER SOURGENS 	 REPLACEMENT 

GRAHAM KITCHENER 	 REPLACEMENT 

CHRIS CRACKNELL 	 REPLACEMENT 

REPLACEMENT 	 SCOTT BEMAND RYAN POWELL 	 REPLACEMENT 

REPLACEMENT 	 OLLY BARKLEY MATTHEW JONES 	 REPLACEMENT 

REPLACEMENT 	 JACK CUTHBERT ALEX GROVE 	 REPLACEMENT 



teWn: Pat San er"a—ilmilron 
Talismanic skipper Pat Sanderson joined Worcester Warriors for the 
2004/05 season and has been instrumental in ensuring the club has 
developed Guinness Premiership status ever since. 

An intelligent, skilful and hard-working player, Sanderson has continued to 
lead from the front at Sixways both on and off the field and today could 
make his 200th top-flight appearance. 

Sanderson's outstanding contribution during his time at Sixways has 
been rewarded with England caps, captaining the side during the 2006 
Australia tour and in charge of the triumphant England Churchill Cup 
squad in Canada in 2005. 
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NICKNAME 
Warriors 

FOUNDED 
1871 

LOCATION 
Worcester, England 

GROUND 
Sixways Stadium 

CAPACITY 
12,068 

CHAIRMAN 
Cecil Duckworth OBE 

DIR. OF RUGBY 
Mike Ruddock OBE 

TOP SCORER (GP) 
Shane Drahm (726) 

MOST TRIES (GP) 
Nick Baxter (88) 

2008-09 POSITION 
11t1, 
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seconds from victory until 
the hosts late, late score 
meant another draw was 
chalked up. 

"We know we can play 
against the best teams in 
the league, we have been 
unlucky to draw and lose 
at times. We know we are 
not far off these teams 
- our challenge is to 
get better." 

Harlequins and away at 
wind-swept Newcastle 
Falcons as Ruddock's 
men slipped down the 
Guinness Premiership 
league table. 

er Warriors 
the The Rec 

rnoon eager 
to winning 

ainst Bath and 
a cure for the 

:kness that has 
,m fail to record 
the road in the 

s Premiership 
on. 

1 
Ruddock is now 
determined his highly 
rated and hard to beat 
Warriors will discover 
that consistency in 
performance and killer 
edge to build on the solid 
foundations in the 2009/10 
season to date. 

all five previous visits to 
The Rec. 

But Mike Ruddock's men 
remain in good spirits 
despite their league 
position after a run of form 
that has undermined the 
top-flight table and seen a 
host of top sides pushed 
all the way. 

However, a very rare 
and unusual hat-trick 
of successive draws 
with today's hosts Bath, 
Saracens and London 
Irish —Warriors becoming 
the first team to achieve 
that unusual league feat 
- sparked hopes of an 
upturn in form. 

better side on the day 
— and Warriors boss Mike 
Ruddock is sure better 
times are ahead. 

"As disappointed as I was 
to lose at Wembley, I am 
very encouraged by what I 
saw. If we keep on playing 
that way we won't be far 
away," he said. 

The campaign certainly 
started promisingly 
for Warriors with good 
early momentum built 
up with home victories 
over league new boys 
Leeds Carnegie and Sale 
Sharks, while high flying 
Northampton Saints were 
also pushed all the way on 
the opening day. 

That certainly seemed 
to be the case of the 
opening game of 2010 
at local rivals Gloucester. 
Warriors led for much 

The former Wales 
Grand Slam winning 
coach has certainly stuck 
to his rugby beliefs 
and plan for long term 
prosperity. The playing 
squad is also crammed 
full of international 

ar have not 
ath in their last six 
ars - since a 21-15 
Sixways in the 
hip on 3rd March 

"There are nine games to 
go and we have gone to 
places like London Irish 
and drawn, beat them 
last week, drew with 

High flying Saracens 
were given a huge 
scare last weekend at 
Wembley Stadium — with 
many neutrals believing +ml.n+ m."0+ nni.ml-du +ko 	 tAhrtro A Airs in fnrrn C MtAl 
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